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Introduction 

A rf-manipulation eratern for ion 
acceleration ie developed at the proton 
s)?lchrotron U-10. The epchrotron has to 
accelerate all ions from hydrogen to uranium, 
that is the ions with different Z/A ratios, 
80 the system has to be easily snitched from 
one ion type to another. The inteaeity of 
ions, especially of heavy ones, will be low, 
accordingly, beam position observation and 
radial feedback will be embarrassing. 
Therefore it ie necessary to reproduce 
accurate17 the functional dependence of the 
accelerating field frequency on the leading 
magnetic field without radial feedback loop. 
The new s)-etun must permit the change of 
hmmonic number In the process of lose 
acceleration. The frequency range of U-10 
acceleration etations ie from 1 to 5 X&5, 
I.e. their frequency variation coefficient is 
Kf=5. Ions mar be accelerated up to the 
energy defined by the nmximum value of Br=30 
Till. The typical injection field corresponds 
to By-O.7 Tm. So Bhe revolution frequency of 

unrelativilatlc ions ma;r be changed br the 
factor K,n40. The diecrepane~ between Kf elnd 
K, is auppoeed to besecured br man7 stages 
scheme of acceleration, with beam recapture 
at intermediate flat tops of the magnetic 
cycle. This echeme of acceleration is not new 
it is used, ia particular, at the JINR 
s)9chrophasotron /2/. 

System etructure 

The main elements of the eystem are 
shown In Fig. 1. The accelerating field 
frequency dependa on the synohrotroa magnetic 
field according to the formula 

f(B) p $.( 1 + ( -l/2 (1) 

where A, Z are the atomic weight aad charge 
number of the ion, m - the atomic mass unit, 
L- the orbit lenght, h - the harmonic 
number . 

The r-f signal of changing frequenoy 
determined by Eq.(l) ir produced at the 
output of the voltage-controlled osolllator 
(VCO). The dependoce of the VCO output 
frequency on ite driving voltage is 
by the modulation characteristic of 
oscillator. The VCO driving voltage 
bg cascade connected modules of the 
generator FGI and the integrator. 

defined 
the 
ie formed 
function 

Fig.l.Blok diagram of rf-manipulation system 

The FGl module controlled by an incorpo- 
rate& microproceseor produce6 the stepwise 
changing voltage 

UF(t,B) = UB(t).F(B) (2) 

where U,(t) = k 6(t) lm thr voltage aa a 
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function of time that is proportional to the 
derivative of the magnetic field induction, 
F(B) = Pi ( for Bf[Bi,Bi+,], i=1,...1023 ) 
is a stspalae changing function defined bj 
the tablea of {PiI and {B& which are stored 
in the FGl memory. The B-timing nequence of 
pulses sy'nchronizes the moments of F(B) 
VariOtiOnB. The integrator module transforms 
the step function Eq.(2) that depend8 
explicitly on t and B to the plecenise- 

differentiation with respect to B. 

The calculation and control programs are 
written in NODAL and execute four groups of 
runctiona: initial system tuning; optimi- 
zation of parameters to get maximum value of 
beam intensity; measuring and stabilization 
of system parameters; saving, loading and 
check-up of their operational values for all 
types of accelerated ions. 

nmooth function 
The initial tuning of the system includes 

Uf(B) = ; jF(B) dB (3) measuring and hand7 approximation of the 
oscillator voltage-frequency characteristic, 

which dependa explicitly on B only and calculation of F(B) table, forming of 
hence may be used as the driving function control words and operational data tables 
of vco . for the FGl and the integrator. 

The tuning of the frequeacr control For our oscilator it was found to be 
channel has the aim to adjuet the function possible to get high precision approximation 
F(B) to get f(B) in accordance with Eq.(l) . of the U,(f) function by the sum of four 

items 
For many stages acceleration scheme, 3 

the diflnitiola region of F(B) is divided U,(f) -F. Ak fdk (6) 
into a meriee of segmoatr. The initial 

P 

values of frequencies for the segments are 
leients Ak are found by 
~1ysi.s of information obtained 

uency characteristic 
na me optimal value of = is 

..~. . L 

values of frequencies for the segments are 
established br the module FG2, and the where the coefficients Ak are found by 

function F(B) is defirod b;r chsrrges of 
least-square analysis of information obtained 

harmonic number in Eq.(l). The phase and from the voltage-frequency characteristic 

radial feedback loops, if used, are initla- measurements, and the optimal value of = is 

ted at the start of each acceleration atage. found bg emall variation near unitr. 

The modules FG3, FG4 are used fox feedback 
factors regulation. The timing module Using the expression (6) we got for our 

generates sequences of synchronization oscillator that 

pulses for all s;ystem modules. 
uf(f)=-o,4634+0.5574~f'*35+0.0191~f2*7+ 

PrOgrams 
0.682 10 -3,,4.05 (7) 

A practical way to calculate F(B) for approximates the oscillator driving function 
any type of ions is to express it a8 a with 10m5 accuracy. Differentiating Eq.(7) 
function of F,(B) - the uame function for and eubsistuting it into Eq. (5) , one gets 
one chosen type of ions : the expression for F(B) table calculation. 

h AZ 
F(B) = F,(B) - G--o)2( 

1+(A,mc2/Z,eBp)23,2 The 6cale coefficient 'i: /k in Eq.(5) ier 

ho AoZ l+(A mc2/Z eBP) h chosen to use the whole dinamic range of the 
FG1 digital-to-analog converter. 

As well, the function F(B) can be well 
approximated by the formula The integration constant z ier chosen 

dU hc Amc2 1 AmC2)2)_3,2 
to get the given value of df/d.B at some 

F(B) = - -? - (-) - (I+(- point of the magnetic cycle. The initial 
kdf L ZeBf B ZeBp frequency f, for eaah acceleration atagc 

which can be obtain from Eq.(3) br is corrected by the FG2 module. 
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Optimization of the system parameters 
to grt maximum beam intensity is based on 
additional information that can be got from 
theoretical and experimental investigations. 
The optimization process includes delicate 
tuning of the timing module and F(B) tables 
correction to get predefined value oft(B,) = 

(y9, of initial mismatchihg of the 
particle momentum and the magnetic field 

induction,to match the initial frequency 
with the average momentum of particle6 and 
with '4' (B,) , and to optimize the initial 
value of Y’ = tiT I* . The function y' (BB) 
has to become zero it the optimum ( for the 
given accelerator ) value of u/(B) . If the 
intensity of the beam ia high enough to give 
reliable signals of beam position and phase 
oscillation, the optimization is finished by 
activating and tuning of radial and phase 
feedback loops. In the case of low intensity, 
WC need to correct F(B) to get the 
operational value of Y(B) throughout the 
acceleration cycle. The size of the tables 
needed to reproduce operational values of all 
system modules for one type of ione is 
approximately 10 kbytea. 

Measuring modules shown in Fig. 1 allow 
to digitize useful dynamic signals of the 
frequency driving channel and the feedback 
loops. The integration constant ct ia 
measured and corrected in each acceleration 
crcle, all other information is used 
interactively at operator's request . 

Experimental results 

The system and the algorithm of its 
tuning, as well as harmonic number change, 
have been tested at U-10 with protons. 
Relative divergence of actual frequencg values 
from those given by Eq.(l) did not exceed 

10-4, We auppoae this accuracy to be auffi- 
cient to accelerate in U-10 all types of ions. 

When the system was used with broken 
feedback loops we observed exitation of 
coherent phase oscillations at 600 Hz - the 
fundamental harmonic of the magnetic field 
ripple. The phaae oscillations have been 
followed by loss of some part of the beam. 

We hope to have no phase oscillations at 
ion acceleration because the reeonance of 
the phase oscillation will be reached at 
esaential;r higher magnetic field levels 
and, correspondingly, at lowes relative 
levels of ripple. If this suggestion turns 
out a fauln we will insert an additional 
feedback channel to compensate ripple 
influence. 
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